
     Cotton Candy Machine Instructions 
 

 

 

CAUTION:Operator must keep hands and face clear of the head and spectators at a safe distance. DO NOT 

put objects into the rotating heads it is dangerous. 

 

 1. Plug the machine in. 

 

 2. WITHOUT MOTOR RUNNING, Fill floss head about 90% full with sugar. NEVER ADD    

     SUGAR WHEN MOTOR IS RUNNING. DO NOT OVERFILL!!!! This is necessary to obtain a 

     balanced condition in the floss head or excessive vibration will occur. After adding floss sugar   

     turn the motor on. 

 

 3. Turn main switch and heat switch to "ON" position to make cotton candy floss. 

 

 4. Turn heat control knob in the clockwise position to maximum setting. This setting will produce 

     the fastest possible warm up 

 

 5. The machine should begin to make floss in a few seconds. When the unit gets up to heat, it will 

     probably start to smoke. Just turn the heat control knob in the counter clockwise direction to    

     eliminate the smoking. 

 

CAUTION: NEVER operate equipment for a prolonged period of time with the HEAT CONTROL in a 

position that causes the sugar to smoke. If you smell burning sugar or see smoke, reduce the heat. 

 

 6. Once you find the ideal setting for the HEAT CONTROL, you should be able to operate near this 

     position each time. 

 

 

ROLLING THE FLOSS: 

 

     First, pick up the cone. If it sticks in the stack of cones, do not "pull", rather "twist" it off the   

     stack. Hold an inch or two of the pointed end of the cone between your two fingers and your   

     thumb. With a light flicking action, break the  web of floss that is building up in the pan and roll 

     the floss onto it. DO NOT ROLL THE FLOSS ONTO THE CONE WHILE IT IS INSIDE THE 

     PAN. This will just pack the floss onto the cone. 

 

If you experience difficulty in getting the floss to stick to the cone, it will be helpful to pass the cone near the 

spinner  head to pick up a "starter" of melted sugar. 

 

(When stopping operation for the day or any prolonged period, it is good to run all the sugar out of the floss 

head. When empty, turn the heat to the highest position for approximately one minute to somewhat "clean" 

the band. NEVER ALLOW WATER TO ENTER THE FLOSS HEAD.) 

 

Please return the machine clean to avoid any additional charges. If you have any questions or trouble with 

the machine please call (817) 336-0059 for assistance. 


